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Table 2: Example base topics (top line) and regional variants. For the base topics, terms are ranked by log-odds
compared to the background distribution. The regional variants show words that are strong compared to both the base
topic and the background. Foreign-language words are shown in italics, while terms that are usually in proper nouns
are shown in SMALL CAPS. See Table 3 for definitions of slang terms; see Section 7 for more explanation and details
on the methodology.

Figure 3: Regional clustering of the training set obtained by one randomly-initialized run of the geographical topic
model. Each point represents one author, and each shape/color combination represents the most likely cluster as-
signment. Ellipses represent the regions’ spatial means and covariances. The same model and coloring are shown in
Table 2.
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(Eisenstein et al. 2010)
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Figure 6: Sentiment ratio and consumer confidence surveys.
Sentiment information captures broad trends in the survey
data.
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Figure 7: Cross-correlation plots: sensitivity to lead and lag
for different smoothing windows. L > 0 means the text
window completely precedes the poll, and L < −k means
the poll precedes the text. (The window straddles the poll
for L < −k < 0.) The L = −k positions are marked on
each curve. The two parameter settings shown in Figure 6
are highlighted with boxes.
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(Yano et al. 2009)
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• Extracting news storylines (Shahaf & Guestrin 2010; Ahmed et al. 
2011 )

• Twitter sentiment (Barbosa & Feng 2010; Thelwall et al. 2011)

• Personalized recommendation of blog posts (El-Amini 2009)

• Predicting movie grosses from reviews (Joshi et al. 2010)



Linguistic Structure NLP
• Much of NLP is concerned with identifying aspects of 

linguistic structure in text, e.g.:
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Linguistic Structure NLP
• Much of NLP is concerned with identifying aspects of 

linguistic structure in text, e.g.:

‣ Part-of-speech tagging (/morphological analysis)

‣ Named entity recognition

‣ Syntactic parsing
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Social media language ! 
newspaper language
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Applications of NLP

• Information extraction
‣ List songs people are talking about along with the album, artist(s), 

genre, sales, lyrics, etc.

• Sentiment analysis
‣ Which songs do people like best?

• Personalization/recommendation
‣ Which songs should I buy (given my past preferences and my 

friends’ preferences)?

• Machine translation
‣ Translate people’s reviews into another language

6
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#Qatar now world's richest nation   ,   says  IMF  bit.ly/pDLGVQ
  Noun   adv  noun+pos     adj      noun  punc verb  Noun            URL

......

https://twitter.com/#%21/search?q=%23Qatar
https://twitter.com/#%21/search?q=%23Qatar
http://t.co/LVJRSbBj
http://t.co/LVJRSbBj


General approach
• Supervised machine learning of a discriminative sequence 

model

‣ data-driven: general-purpose algorithms for processing 
input examples and making statistical generalizations

‣ supervised: (i) a learning algorithm uses labeled training 
examples produces a model; (ii) a decoding algorithm 
then uses the model to predict labels for new data at 
test time

‣ sequence model: since context matters in language, 
we allow reasoning about neighboring decisions to 
influence each other
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Part-of-Speech Tagging for Twitter: 
Annotation, Features, and Experiments
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Michael Heilman, Dani Yogatama, Jeffrey Flanigan, 
and Noah A. Smith
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Our goal: 

Build a Twitter part-of-speech tagger in 
one day



! 17 researchers from Carnegie Mellon

!



multi-word
abbreviations

non-standard spellings
(cf. Han & Baldwin 2011)

hashtags

Also: at-mentions, URLs, emoticons, symbols, typos, etc.



! Coarse treebank tags:

common noun determiner

proper noun preposition

pronoun verb particle

verb coordinating conjunction

adjective numeral

adverb interjection

punctuation predeterminer / existential there



! Twitter-specific tags:

hashtag

at-mention

URL / email addressURL / email address

emoticonemoticon

Twitter discourse markerTwitter discourse marker

other (multi-word abbreviations, symbols, garbage)other (multi-word abbreviations, symbols, garbage)



Hashtags

Innovative , but traditional , too ! Another 
fun one to watch on the #iPad ! http://bit.ly/ 
@user1 #utcd2 #utpol #tcot

proper noun

hashtag

We only use “hashtag” for topic markers

Twitter hashtags are sometimes used as ordinary words 
(35% of the time) and other times as topic markers



Twitter Discourse Marker

RT @user1 : I never bought candy bars from 
those kids on my doorstep so I guess they’re 
all in gangs now .

RT @user2 : LMBO ! This man filed an EMERGENCY 
Motion for Continuance on account of the 
Rangers game tonight ! 〈〈 Wow lmao

Retweet construction:

Twitter discourse marker



! Resulting tag set: 25 tags



! 17 researchers from Carnegie Mellon
! Each spent 2–20 hours annotating
! Annotators corrected output of Stanford tagger
! Two annotators corrected and standardized 

annotations from the original 17 annotators
! A third annotator tagged a sample of the tweets from 

scratch
" Inter-annotator agreement: 92.2%
" Cohen’s κ: 0.914

! One annotator made a single final pass through the 
data, correcting errors and improving consistency



Experimental Setup
! 1,827 annotated tweets

" 1,000 for training
" 327 for development
" 500 for testing (OOV rate: 30%)

! Systems: 
" Stanford tagger (retrained on our data)
" Our own baseline CRF tagger
" Our tagger augmented with Twitter-specific features



Phonetic Normalization Features
! One of several new feature types that proved helpful
! Metaphone algorithm (Philips, 1990) maps tokens to 

equivalence classes based on phonetics
! Examples:

tomarrow tommorow tomorr tomorrow 
tomorrowwww
hahaaha hahaha hahahah 
hahahahhaa hehehe hehehee

thangs thanks thanksss thanx
things thinks thnx
knew kno know knw n nah naw
new no noo nooooooo now

!

"



Results
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88.0

90.5

93.0
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92.20

89.37

83.38
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Twitter POS Summary

! We developed a tag set, annotated data, 
designed features, and trained models

! Case study in rapidly porting a fundamental NLP 
task to a social media domain

! Tagger, tokenizer, and annotations are available:

 www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/

http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/
http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/


Adapting NLP to social media: 
modeling strategies

1. Annotate and train on appropriate data

2. Add useful features

3. Modify the learning algorithm

4. Exploit unlabeled data (semi-supervised 
learning)

25



Recall-Oriented Learning for Named 
Entity Recognition in Wikipedia

Rishav Bhowmick

Nathan Schneider

Behrang Mohit

Noah A. SmithKemal Oflazer
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In the 20th century, the study of mathematical logic provided the essential 

breakthrough that made artificial intelligence seem plausible. The foundations 

had been set by such works as Boole's The Laws of Thought and Frege's 

Begriffsschrift. Building on Frege's system, Russell and Whitehead presented a 

formal treatment of the foundations of mathematics in their masterpiece, the 

Principia Mathematica in 1913. Inspired by Russell's success, David Hilbert 

challenged mathematicians of the 1920s and 30s to answer this fundamental 

question: "can all of mathematical reasoning be formalized?"[15] His question was 

answered by Gödel's incompleteness proof, Turing's machine and Church's 

Lambda calculus.[15][22] Their answer was surprising in two ways. First, they proved 

that there were, in fact, limits to what mathematical logic could accomplish.

Named Entity Recognition

29
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Named Entity Recognition

Muammar Gaddafi tunnetaan eräistä erikoisuuksistaan. Hän asuu ja ottaa vastaan 

vieraansa beduiiniteltassa. Vierailevat valtiovieraat joutuvat kiipeämään 

Yhdysvaltain pommitusten jättämien hänen entisen palatsinsa raunioiden yli, jotka 

on jätetty mielenosoituksellisesti raivaamatta.[7] Gaddafi asuu teltassa myös 

ulkomailla vieraillessaan, jolloin hänen telttansa pystytetään yleensä isännän 

presidentinpalatsin tms. läheisyyteen, esim. Pariisissa Hôtel Marignyn pihamaalle[8], 

Moskovassa Kremliin ja Roomassa Pamphilin puistoon[9]. Hänellä on myös 

pelkästään naisista koostuva henkivartiokaarti[10][11].
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Named Entity Recognition
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In the 20th century, the study of mathematical logic provided the essential 

breakthrough that made artificial intelligence seem plausible. The foundations 

had been set by such works as Boole's The Laws of Thought and Frege's 

Begriffsschrift. Building on Frege's system, Russell and Whitehead presented a 

formal treatment of the foundations of mathematics in their masterpiece, the 

Principia Mathematica in 1913. Inspired by Russell's success, David Hilbert 

challenged mathematicians of the 1920s and 30s to answer this fundamental 

question: "can all of mathematical reasoning be formalized?"[15] His question was 

answered by Gödel's incompleteness proof, Turing's machine and Church's 

Lambda calculus.[15][22] Their answer was surprising in two ways. First, they proved 

that there were, in fact, limits to what mathematical logic could accomplish.

Named Entity Recognition
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Beyond traditional NE categories
• NER work has traditionally focused on the news domain 

and a small number of categories, namely PERSON, 
ORGANIZATION, LOCATION (POL)

‣ these are important, but not usually sufficient to cover 
important names for other domains

‣ one solution: Develop a fine-grained taxonomy—
domain-specific (Settles, 2004; Yao et al., 2003) or 
general-purpose (Sekine et al., 2002; Weischedel & 
Brunstein, 2005; Grouin et al., 2011). Doesn’t scale well to 
many domains, non-expert annotators.

‣ our approach: Annotators invent new categories on 
an article-specific basis. Simple yet flexible.
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Arabic Wikipedia Data

• Downloaded a full snapshot of ar.wikipedia.org (>100K 
articles)

• Dev+test data: 28 articles manually selected and 
grouped into 4 domains for annotation

‣ history, science, sports, technology

‣ >1,000 words; cross-linked to an English, German, 
and Chinese article; subjectively deemed high-quality
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Annotation
• 2 CMU-Q undergraduates (native Arabic speakers) 

marked entities in:

‣ the 3 canonical NE classes: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, 
LOCATION (POL)

‣ up to 3 salient categories specific to the article

‣ a generic MISCELLANEOUS category

• Proportion of non-POL entities varies widely by domain: 
6% for history, 83% for technology

• High inter-annotator agreement on a held-out article (see 
TR for details)

• Will be publicly released
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Annotation
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History Science Sports Technology

dev
Damascus Atom Raúl Gonzáles Linux
Imam Hussein Shrine Nuclear power Real Madrid Solaris

test

Crusades Enrico Fermi 2004 Summer Olympics Computer
Islamic Golden Age Light Christiano Ronaldo Computer Software
Islamic History Periodic Table Football Internet
Ibn Tolun Mosque Physics Portugal football team Richard Stallman
Ummaya Mosque Muhammad al-Razi FIFA World Cup X Window System

Claudio Filippone (PER) ����� ��� �� ������� Linux (SOFTWARE) �������
Spanish League (CHAMPIONSHIPS) ��

�������� �� ����� proton (PARTICLE) ���������
nuclear radiation (GENERIC-MISC) �� ��

��� � ��� ���� Real Zaragoza (ORG) ��������� �����

Table 2: Translated titles of Arabic Wikipedia articles in our development and test sets, and some NEs with standard
and article-specific classes. Additionally, Prussia and Amman were reserved for training annotators, and Gulf War for
estimating inter-annotator agreement.

in English, German, and Chinese2), and subjective judgments of quality. The list of these articles along
with sample NEs are presented in table 2. These articles were then preprocessed to extract main article text
(eliminating tables, lists, info-boxes, captions, etc.) for annotation.

Our approach follows ACE guidelines (LDC, 2005) in identifying NE boundaries and choosing POL
tags. In addition to this traditional form of annotation, annotators were encouraged to articulate one to three
salient, article-specific entity categories. For example, names of particles (e.g., proton) are highly salient
in the Atom article. Annotators were asked to read the entire article first, and then to decide which non-
traditional classes of entities would be important in the context of article. In some cases, annotators reported
using heuristics (such as being proper nouns or having an English translation which is conventionally capi-
talized) to help guide their determination of non-canonical entities and entity classes. Annotators produced
written descriptions of their classes, including example instances. For the purpose of this paper, we consider
all article salient NEs and other infrequent NEs as being labeled as the miscellaneous class or MIS.

This scheme was chosen for its flexibility: in contrast to a scenario with a fixed ontology, annotators
required minimal training beyond the POL conventions, and did not have to worry about delineating custom
categories precisely enough that they would extend straightforwardly to other topics or domains. Of course,
we expect inter-annotator variability to be greater for these open-ended classification criteria.

Below, we aim to develop entity detection models that generalize beyond the traditional POL entities.
We leave to future work the challenges of automatically classifying entities into non-canonical types and
inferring relationships among these classes. Hereafter, we merge all article-specific categories with the
generic miscellaneous category.

2.2 Annotation Quality Evaluation

During annotation, two articles (Prussia and Amman) were reserved for training annotators on the nature
of the task. Once they were accustomed to annotation, both independently annotated a third article. We
used this 4,750-word article (Gulf War, ���� �� ���� � �� ���

����� �� ��) to measure inter-annotator agreement. Table 1

provides scores for token-level agreement measures,3 as well as entity-level F1 between the two annotated
versions of the article.

2These three languages have the most articles on Wikipedia. Associated articles here are those that have been manually hyper-
linked from the Arabic page as cross-lingual correspondences. They are not translations, but if the associations are accurate, these
articles should be topically similar to the Arabic page that links to them.

3To avoid artificial inflation of the agreement rate, we exclude the 81% of tokens tagged by both annotators as not belonging to
an entity. As there are four classes (POLM), there are |{B, I}| × 4 = 8 possible token-level tags. “2-way” agreement is between
B and I only.

4

example NEs in conventional & article-specific categories

article titles (in English)



From annotation to modeling

• Next, we report on experiments on detecting entity 
mentions (boundaries) in this data

‣ We show that standard supervised learning is 
plagued by low out-of-domain recall

‣ Two techniques are proposed to mitigate the domain 
gap: a recall-oriented learning bias and semi-
supervised learning
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Supervised learning
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labeled training data test data

ACE, ANER:
200K words, 16K entities

Arabic Wikipedia:
50K words, 4K entities

20 articles: history, science, 
sports, technology



Model

• Structured perceptron with features based on prior 
work in Arabic NER (Benajiba et al., 2008; Abdul-Hamid & Darwish, 
2010)

‣ Local context (neighboring words)

‣ Shallow morphology: character n-grams

‣ Morphology: normalized spelling, POS, aspect/case/gender/
number/person/definiteness from MADA tool (Habash & Rambow, 
2005; Roth et al., 2008)

‣ Presence of diacritics

‣ Projected English capitalization (using a bilingual lexicon induced 
heuristically from article titles)
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Decoding
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……

featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeaturesfeaturesfeatures

tag word=whrbrt length=6 char0=w prev=stmwn pos=noun … total

B 1.53 -8.54 12.90 -0.24 -0.05 … 10.88

I -4.15 -25.09 -4.89 1.67 0.66 … 16.42

O -9.00 45.12 11.12 -12.01 19.45 … -3.50

B
I
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Learning
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Supervised learning results
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SELF-TRAINING
SUPERVISED none reg ROP

reg 66.3 35.9 46.59 66.7 35.6 46.41 59.2 40.3 47.97
ROP 61.9 43.8 51.33 61.8 43.0 50.75 59.5 46.0 51.88

Table 5: Entity detection precision, recall, and F1 for each learning setting, microaveraged across the 24 articles in
our Wikipedia test set. Rows differ in the supervised learning condition on the ACE+ANER data (regular vs. recall-
oriented perceptron). Columns indicate whether this supervised learning phase was followed by self-training on unla-
beled Wikipedia data, and if so which version of the perceptron was used for self-training.

baseline

entities words recall

PER 1081 1743 49.95
ORG 286 637 23.92
LOC 1019 1413 61.43
MIS 1395 2176 9.30
overall 3781 5969 35.91

Figure 2: Recall improvement
over baseline in the test set by gold
NER category, counts for those
categories in the data, and re-
call scores for our baseline model.
Markers in the plot indicate dif-
ferent experimental settings corre-
sponding to cells in table 5.

(including article-specific custom categories in the Wikipedia data) are collapsed into a single category, MIS.
To measure statistical significance of differences between models we use Gimpel and Smith’s (2010) imple-
mentation of the paired bootstrap resampler of (Koehn, 2004), taking 10,000 samples for each comparison.11

6.1 Baseline

Our baseline is the perceptron, trained on the POL entity boundaries in the ACE+ANER corpus.12 Devel-
opment data was used to select the number of iterations T = 1. We performed 3-fold cross-validation on
the ACE data and found wide variance in the entity detection performance of this model:

P R F

fold 1 70.43 63.08 66.55
fold 2 87.48 81.13 84.18
fold 3 65.09 51.13 57.27
average 74.33 65.11 69.33

(Fold 1 corresponds to the ACE test set described in table 4.) We also trained the model to perform POL
detection and classification, achieving nearly identical results in the 3-way cross-validation of ACE data.
From these data we conclude that our baseline is on par with the state of the art for Arabic NER on ACE
news text (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010).13

Here is the performance of the baseline entity detection model on our 20-article Wikipedia test set:14

P R F

technology 60.42 20.26 30.35
science 64.96 25.73 36.86
history 63.09 35.58 45.50
sports 71.66 59.94 65.28
overall 66.30 35.91 46.59

11Ordering the models by test set F1, we find that all pairs of consecutive models are significantly different (p < 0.05), with the
exception of the first two (regular supervised learning, regular vs. no self-training).

12In keeping with prior work, we ignore non-POL categories for the ACE evaluation.
13Abdul-Hamid and Darwish report as their best result a macroaveraged F -score of 76. Because they do not specify which data

they used for their held-out test set, we cannot perform a direct comparison. However, our feature set is nearly a superset of their
best feature set, and their result lies well within the range of results seen in our cross-validation folds.

14Our Wikipedia evaluations use models trained on POLM entity boundaries in ACE. Per-domain and overall scores are microav-
erages across articles.
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the ACE data and found wide variance in the entity detection performance of this model:
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Recall-oriented learning
• Problem: The model is too hesitant to propose new 

entities in the new domain.

• Idea: Bias the model so it learns to be arrogant about 
proposing entities.

44

You’re an entity!



Precision-recall tradeoff

• The precision-recall tradeoff sometimes matters for 
applications (e.g., whether output will be filtered by a 
user).

‣ Known techniques to impose such a bias in structured 
prediction.

• We propose that biasing the learner with one of these 
techniques is appropriate for domain adaptation.
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Recall-oriented learning results
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supervised P R F
regular 66.3 35.9 46.6

tweaking: oracle 66.2 39.0 49.1
cost function 61.9 43.8 51.33• “Tweaking” the model after supervised learning—namely, 

tuning the weight of the “O” feature, effectively 
thresholding on confidence (Minkov et al., 2006)

‣ ~3 point improvement if we cheat and use the test data 
to choose the best weight



Recall-oriented learning results

46

supervised P R F
regular 66.3 35.9 46.6

tweaking: oracle 66.2 39.0 49.1
cost function 61.9 43.8 51.33

• Cost-augmented decoding (Crammer et al., 2006; Gimpel & Smith, 

2010), which (unlike tweaking) affects all features during 
learning



Recall-oriented learning results
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supervised P R F
regular 66.3 35.9 46.6

tweaking: oracle 66.2 39.0 49.1
cost function 61.9 43.8 51.33

Figure 3: Supervised

learner precision vs.

recall as evaluated on

Wikipedia test data in

different topical do-

mains. The regular

perceptron (baseline

model) is contrasted

with ROP. No self-

training is applied.

Unsurprisingly, performance on Wikipedia data varies widely across article domains and is much lower

than in-domain performance. Though precision scores fall between 60% and 72% for all domains, recall in

most cases is far worse. Miscellaneous class recall, in particular, suffers badly, weighing in at under 10%—

which partially accounts for the poor recall in science and technology articles (those have by far the highest

proportion of MIS entities; see table 4.) Thus, we explore methodologies to combat this recall deficit.

6.2 Self-Training

Following Clark et al. (2003), we applied self-training as described in Algorithm 2, with the perceptron

as the supervised learner. Our unlabeled data consists of 397 Arabic Wikipedia articles (1 million words)

selected at random from all articles exceeding a simple length threshold (1000 words); see table 4. We used

only one iteration (T � = 1), as experiments on development data showed no benefit from additional rounds.

Indeed, several rounds of self-training were found to hurt performance, an effect attested in much earlier

research (Curran et al., 2007) and sometimes known as “semantic drift.”

Results are shown in table 5; the middle column indicates the use of regular self-training. We find that

standard self-training has very little impact on performance.
15

Why is this the case? We venture that poor

baseline recall and the domain variability within Wikipedia are to blame. Limiting the unlabeled data to

topics that are highly similar to the target topics and using new types of features/wider context could prove

useful in this regard.

6.3 Recall-Oriented Learning

The recall-oriented bias can be introduced in either or both of the stages of our semi-supervised learning

framework: in the supervised learning phase, modifying the objective of our baseline (section 6.1); and

within the self-training algorithm (section 6.2).
16

As noted in section 4.2, the aim of this approach is to

discourage recall errors (false negatives), which are the chief difficulty for the news text–trained model in

the new domain. We selected the value of the false positive penalty used in cost-augmented decoding, β,

using the development data (figure 1).

The results in table 5 demonstrate improvements due to the recall-oriented bias in both stages of learning.

When used in the supervised phase (last row of the table), the recall gains are substantial—nearly 8% over

the baseline. Integrating this bias within self-training (last column of the table) produces a more modest

improvement of about 4% relative to the baseline. In both cases, the improvements to recall more than

compensate for the amount of degradation to precision. This trend is robust: wherever the recall-oriented

perceptron is added, we observe substantial gains in both recall and F1.
17

15
In both settings, regular self-training produces a worse F1 score than no self-training, though this is only significant when ROP

supervised learning is used (p < 0.05).
16

Standard Viterbi decoding was used to label the data within the self-training algorithm; note that cost-augmented decoding

only makes sense in learning, not as a prediction technique, since it deliberately introduces errors.
17

The worst of the three models with the ROP supervised learner is significantly better than the best of the models with the regular

12



Semi-supervised learning
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labeled training data test data

unlabeled data, same domain as test



Self-training
• Simple procedure: 

1. supervised learning on training data

2. use learned model to predict labels for large 
amounts of target-domain data

3. retrain, treating those predictions as gold-
standard labels

4. go back to step 2 and repeat (optional)

48

Gaddafi (1942—)

Simon (1916–2001)

Gaddafi, ruler of Libya
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Self-training results
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supervised self-training P R F

regular — 66.3 35.9 46.59

recall-oriented — 61.9 43.8 51.33

regular regular 66.7 35.6 46.41

recall-oriented regular 61.8 43.0 50.75



Why does self-training hurt?
• The initial labeling phase of self-training will still miss a lot 

of entities, so training on those labels effectively teaches 
the final model to prefer “O”!
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Self-training results
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supervised self-training P R F

regular — 66.3 35.9 46.59

recall-oriented — 61.9 43.8 51.33

regular regular 66.7 35.6 46.41

recall-oriented regular 61.8 43.0 50.75

regular recall-oriented 59.2 40.3 47.97

recall-oriented recall-oriented 59.5 46.0 51.88�



Class breakdown

• If we look at where the recall-oriented bias makes a 
difference in recall, it is mainly the non-POL entities (most 
room for improvement).
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SELF-TRAINING
SUPERVISED none reg ROP

reg 66.3 35.9 46.59 66.7 35.6 46.41 59.2 40.3 47.97
ROP 61.9 43.8 51.33 61.8 43.0 50.75 59.5 46.0 51.88

Table 5: Entity detection precision, recall, and F1 for each learning setting, microaveraged across the 24 articles in
our Wikipedia test set. Rows differ in the supervised learning condition on the ACE+ANER data (regular vs. recall-
oriented perceptron). Columns indicate whether this supervised learning phase was followed by self-training on unla-
beled Wikipedia data, and if so which version of the perceptron was used for self-training.

baseline

entities words recall

PER 1081 1743 49.95
ORG 286 637 23.92
LOC 1019 1413 61.43
MIS 1395 2176 9.30
overall 3781 5969 35.91

Figure 2: Recall improvement
over baseline in the test set by gold
NER category, counts for those
categories in the data, and re-
call scores for our baseline model.
Markers in the plot indicate dif-
ferent experimental settings corre-
sponding to cells in table 5.

(including article-specific custom categories in the Wikipedia data) are collapsed into a single category, MIS.
To measure statistical significance of differences between models we use Gimpel and Smith’s (2010) imple-
mentation of the paired bootstrap resampler of (Koehn, 2004), taking 10,000 samples for each comparison.11

6.1 Baseline

Our baseline is the perceptron, trained on the POL entity boundaries in the ACE+ANER corpus.12 Devel-
opment data was used to select the number of iterations T = 1. We performed 3-fold cross-validation on
the ACE data and found wide variance in the entity detection performance of this model:

P R F

fold 1 70.43 63.08 66.55
fold 2 87.48 81.13 84.18
fold 3 65.09 51.13 57.27
average 74.33 65.11 69.33

(Fold 1 corresponds to the ACE test set described in table 4.) We also trained the model to perform POL
detection and classification, achieving nearly identical results in the 3-way cross-validation of ACE data.
From these data we conclude that our baseline is on par with the state of the art for Arabic NER on ACE
news text (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010).13

Here is the performance of the baseline entity detection model on our 20-article Wikipedia test set:14

P R F

technology 60.42 20.26 30.35
science 64.96 25.73 36.86
history 63.09 35.58 45.50
sports 71.66 59.94 65.28
overall 66.30 35.91 46.59

11Ordering the models by test set F1, we find that all pairs of consecutive models are significantly different (p < 0.05), with the
exception of the first two (regular supervised learning, regular vs. no self-training).

12In keeping with prior work, we ignore non-POL categories for the ACE evaluation.
13Abdul-Hamid and Darwish report as their best result a macroaveraged F -score of 76. Because they do not specify which data

they used for their held-out test set, we cannot perform a direct comparison. However, our feature set is nearly a superset of their
best feature set, and their result lies well within the range of results seen in our cross-validation folds.

14Our Wikipedia evaluations use models trained on POLM entity boundaries in ACE. Per-domain and overall scores are microav-
erages across articles.
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Wikipedia NER Conclusions

• Wikipedia poses a number of challenges for NLP, a chief 
one being domain diversity

• Many different types of entities are important to non-news 
domains, and annotation should reflect this

• A recall-oriented bias in supervised and semi-supervised 
learning results in models that generalize better to new 
domains

• More details: http://tinyurl.com/ar-ner-tr
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http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~nschneid/aner-tr.pdf
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Future work

• Modeling the various entity categories, including 
domain-specific ones

• Entity coreference and resolution (cf. Florian et al. 2004; 
Cucerzan 2007; Ratinov et al. 2011)

• Further leveraging the structure of Wikipedia text, 
including page structure, hyperlinks, categories, and 
multilingual correspondences

• NLP tools that work at scale and in real time
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Thanks for listening!

• Questions?
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